
Tottenham Hotspur unveiled its new-look responsive website in spring 
2017, replacing separate mobile and desktop platforms with “a unified 
experience” for supporters.

Tottenham Hotspur raises its retail game with Sanderson

Tottenham Hotspur 

At a glance
•  English Premier League football Club, 

with burgeoning online and offline retail 

operation

•  New responsive website launched to 

accelerate retail growth

•   Sanderson multi-channel retail 

software underpins core operations of 

ecommerce, warehousing and fulfilment

Sanderson Solution
 
• Priam responsive ecommerce platform

• Priam multi-channel retail software

•  Cloudflare, Dynamic Yield, Yotpo and Rakuten 

ecommerce integrations

•  Management of core retail functions, warehousing 

and fulfilment

 sanderson.com

The Priam system is supporting our retail growth and the new site 
performance capabilities have made a massive difference to us.

Challenges
 
•  Replace separate desktop and mobile websites with 

one responsive ecommerce platform
•  Ecommerce channel to accelerate sales growth, 

particularly while Club megastore is closed
•  Ensure website and technology infrastructure is 

optimised to support peak trading periods
•  Increase conversion rates
•  Launch a more personalised online customer 

experience

The digital backbone of the connected retailer
connecting every part of your business to your customers

The newly designed site provides a foundation 
from which to offer a range of new services and 
personalised features to online customers, as the  
Club continues to grow and evolve its retail offering.

At a time of growth for the Club, in particular as its new 
stadium redevelopment gathers pace, there is a key 
focus to deliver the best customer experience through 
its online platform while the club is without a Megastore. 

The Club is supported by long-term technology 
partner Sanderson and, in particular, the Priam  
multi-channel retail software solution which is used  
to manage the website, customer service and 
fulfilment channels. 

Nick Connor, ecommerce manager at Spurs, says the 
system allows the Club to regularly innovate its retail 
proposition.



Dealing with peak trading – new kit and Black Friday

Tottenham’s partnership with the Priam system goes 

back over 20 years but the technology’s capabilities 

were put to the test during one of the retail websites’ 

busiest ever days for sales in July 2017, when the 

Club announced a long-term kit deal with Nike. 

This resulted in the website being inundated with 

customers on kit launch day.

In terms of customer demand and technology 

performance, Connor says the day could not have 

gone any better for his team and the wider business.

 

He adds: “The day of the 2017 kit launch was one of 

our biggest online sales days ever, which is testament 

to the robust capabilities of the Sanderson system 

during peak trading periods.”

“The Priam system is supporting our retail growth 

and the new site performance capabilities have 

made a massive difference to us.”

The performance of the platform and its ability to 

deal with huge levels of site traffic bodes well for 

Tottenham Hotspur, especially taking into account 

the expected upturn in demand for products around 

the Black Friday and Christmas periods.

Smooth handling of peak trading is aided by web 

performance management solution Cloudflare, which 

is integrated into the Club’s Priam system and helps 

spread server traffic load. Overall, there is complete 

confidence at Spurs that its technology infrastructure 

can suitably handle surges in demand.

“We should be fine with any 
peak trading period – the 
kit launch is the biggest 
one because we get such 
a huge amount of traffic at 
the start of the day.”

The digital backbone of the connected retailer
connecting every part of your business to your customers

The day of the 2017 kit launch was one of our biggest online sales days ever, which is 
testament to the robust capabilities of the Sanderson system during peak trading periods.

Benefits
 
•  Ecommerce sales growth year on year 

•  2017-18 kit launch – one of the biggest online sales 

days to date

•  Increased levels of online customer personalisation

• Ability to regularly innovate its retail proposition

•   Real-time stock visibility across the business

• Increased capacity for managing peak traffic

•  Continued retail sales growth, despite closure  

of megastore

•  Better flexibility to drive ecommerce sales and 

increase conversion rates



Better retailing and improving sales

As the megastore is out of action while the new 

stadium is developed, ecommerce has been tasked 

with driving sales and becoming a key tool for 

improving the Club’s relationship with customers and 

supporters.

With an increasing number of products available on 

the website, including gifts, fashion items, homeware 

and the team kits, Connor credits Sanderson with 

providing a solid and transparent back office system 

to support this expansion and growth.

One of the best things about the 
system, Connor notes, is how it 
gives the wider retail team real-
time stock visibility. “We never 
have a problem fulfilling orders 
because, at all times, we know 
where the stock is and if it is 
available,” he adds.

The flexibility of Priam to support multiple system 

integrations is a huge benefit for Connor, with 

integrations running with personalisation software 

provider Dynamic Yield; user-generated content tool 

Yotpo; the Rakuten Marketing platform; and Google 

Tag Manager.

“The Sanderson platform is fantastic and it gives us 

all the things we want, in terms of stock management, 

uploading images, and SEO,” he explains.

“We can also be agile with our planned developments 

if we want to do something different. Often you can 

work with tech companies that are slow moving, but 

it’s not like that with Sanderson – we can go to them 

with an idea and have it delivered quickly.”

Integration and the drive for relevancy

Much of the systems integration Connor and his team 

have undertaken is to support Tottenham Hotspur’s 

goal of improving the fan experience and ensuring 

the Club provides a relevant online customer 

experience, matched to customer profiles.

Priam’s ease-of-integration means the Club has 

quickly been able to develop greater one-to-one 

communication with its website users. For example, it 

assesses behavioural data and segments gift buyers 

from dedicated, match-going fans, who clearly want 

different things from the online experience.

“The key thing for us is that we want to tailor content 

and experiences based on what we know someone is 

interested in,” Connor states.

“Relevancy drives better experiences and for us 

that will drive higher conversions. We want to drive 

experiences that bring the fans closer to the Club  

as well.”

The integration of Dynamic Yield has helped Spurs 

ramp up their personalisation capability in  

time for the busy Black Friday period. 

“With Dynamic Yield, we agreed a deal in the autumn 

and it was integrated before Black Friday – it was very 

quick and efficient integrating with the Priam platform.”

Future goals

The launch of the responsive website in 2017 was 

part of Spurs’ drive to create a unified and more 

seamless online experience for supporters, but also 

to better understand user behaviour and to simplify 

behind-the-scenes development processes.

From this base, and once its megastore opens again 

as part of the stadium redevelopment, the Club 

has ambitious plans to grow its retail offering and 

improve the user experience across channels. The 

Sanderson solution is set to support these plans.

Connor says there are multiple areas his team are 

working on to “bring the fans closer to the Club”, 

and that includes improving the user experience via 

greater personalisation techniques and fulfilment 

enhancements through potential partnerships with 

courier solutions like MetaPack and Royal Mail.

There will also be a dedicated push to increase 

conversion rates on mobile, partly through the 

introduction of services such as Apple Pay and Android 

Pay that will make the checkout process quicker. 

Underlining all these changes will be some major work 

to re-engineer the Club’s single sign-in facility to align 

all of its digital domains under one roof. 

The Sanderson platform is fantastic and it gives us all the 
things we want in terms of stock management and SEO.



As part of the process, the Club’s retail store EPoS 
systems will be changed, creating an integration point for 
all systems and helping develop an integrated relationship 
between shops and ecommerce. It is hoped this will lead 
to the launch of click & collect services and the ability to 
sell merchandise via additional customer channels.

As the Spurs retail proposition grows and the football 
club seeks to integrate new services and technology, 
Connor sees Sanderson playing an important role in 
supporting these ambitions. “The Priam system is an agile 
platform that helps us deliver our objectives,” he says.

“The Sanderson way of working and thinking provides 
a bedrock to much of what we want to achieve as a 
Club and as a business.”

The Sanderson way of working and thinking provides a bedrock to much  
of what we want to achieve as a football Club and as a business.
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